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>> FOR THE LADY BOOT LOVER

KACEY FOR LUCCHESE
BOOT COLLECTION LAUNCH

Lucchese, the iconic craftsman of handmade boots, launched the Kacey
for Lucchese boot collection designed in collaboration with Texas native,
Grammy-winning country singer/songwriter, Kacey Musgraves.
The collection includes four styles inspired by Musgraves’ life and music.
Golden Arrow, the collection’s headliner, offers vintage Western style with a
pointed kick. Constructed in marbled white leather, Golden Arrow boasts
metallic accents and Musgraves’ signature golden arrow on the side seam.
“This boot is majorly influenced from a 1950s pair that are my absolute
favorite ... I probably wear them at every show,” Musgraves said.
lucchese.com #KickingItUpWithKacey
>> FOR THE INDULGENT
TRAVELER

>> FOR THE FASHION TRENDSETTER

SUNDANCE
A premier lifestyle retailer of women’s and

men’s apparel and footwear, jewelry, accessories,
art and home decor, Sundance opened its
newest store at NorthPark Center in Dallas.
The famed actor, director and visionary of
independent filmmaking, Robert Redford,
founded Sundance Catalog in 1989 to promote
the works of artists and craftspeople from across
the country and around the world. From a
small operation run out of the attic of the old
Sundance Village firehouse, Sundance Catalog
has grown to become one of America’s preeminent lifestyle retailers. sundancecatalog.com
#YouHadMeAtRobertRedford
>> FOR THE TIMEKEEPER

SUNDANCE | VALENCIA GROUP | CZAPEK | LUCCHESE

CZAPEK
& CIE
The fascinating Swiss watch company Czapek, a watch brand that

achieved considerable success in the 19th century, has returned.
Czapek & Cie was re-established by three entrepreneurs with a
passion for fine watches and outstanding mechanics. “Czapek
deserves to be revived, he was one of the great watchmakers
of the 19th century, who brilliantly combined precision
mechanics with extremely refined aesthetics,” Xavier de
Roquemaurel, spokesman for the team, says. Czapek’s
timepieces, which are still coveted at auctions, reveal a quest
for beauty through a poetic display of time.
The launch model is run on a manually wound proprietary
movement with a seven-day power reserve featuring a mysterious
double hand. Only 250 units will be produced in the first year.
czapek.com #NoTimeLikeThePresent

VALENCIA
GROUP
SIGNATURE
SCENTS

Acclaimed Houston-based
hotel operator, Valencia Group,
debuted a signature scent
line consisting of premium
room sprays and candles. In
development for more than a
year, the signature scents were
created in partnership with San
Antonio-based Soular Therapy,
which earned national acclaim as
innovators in the luxury home
and personal care arena.
Indulging the senses is key to
every Valencia Group stay, and
the goal was to create unisex
fragrances that would capture the
independent style and personality
of each of the hotel collection’s
three brands. According to
Amy Trench, Valencia Group’s
corporate director of marketing
and public relations, “Smell has
an incredible emotional impact
that triggers wonderful feelings
of nostalgia. We would like the
Valencia Group experience to
be one that travels with our
guests well beyond their visit,
and we’re excited to bring them
back to their favorite places with
our new signature scents line.”
valenciagroup.com
#WakeUpAndSmellTheExperience
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